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Abstract
Buyers (e.g., advertisers) often have limited financial and processing resources, and
so their participation in auctions is throttled. Changes to auctions may affect bids or
throttling and any change may affect what winners pay. This paper shows that if an
A/B experiment affects only bids, then the observed treatment effect is unbiased when
all the bidders in an auction are randomly assigned to A or B but it can be severely
biased otherwise, even in the absence of throttling. Experiments that affect throttling
algorithms can also be badly biased, but the bias can be substantially reduced if the
budget for each advertiser in the experiment is allocated to separate pots for the A
and B arms of the experiment.
Keywords: Causal inference; Auctions; Experiments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A search query generates a request for ads to show with search results. A user’s visit to
a webpage generates a request to an ad exchange for page ads. In either case, advertisers
are chosen to participate in an auction that chooses the ad to be shown. Advertisers often
cannot pay for or process all auction requests they are eligible for, so the requests passed on
to them are throttled to meet their quota constraints.
Auction parameters like reserve prices and throttling schemes can affect an advertiser’s
payments and an exchange’s revenue, so A/B experiments are run to test ideas for improving
outcomes for advertisers and the ad exchange. Lucking-Reiley (1999) and Einav et al. (2011)
experimented with auction formats, Reiley (2006) and Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2011) experi-
mented with reserve prices, and Ausubel et al. (2013) experimented with budget constraints.
Usually, A/B experiments are analyzed by assuming that the two experiment arms, tra-
ditionally called treatment and control, are independent. But, as Blake and Coey (2014)
explains, independence fails when the demands of the treatment and control arms affect each
other. Such interference is unavoidable when some advertisers in an auction are in treatment
and some in control. Kohavi et al. (2009) recognizes that some randomization schemes can
give misleading treatment estimates for auction experiments. For more insight into interfer-
ence in other applications see Halloran and Struchiner (1995), Hudgens and Halloran (2012),
Rosenbaum (2007), Tchetgen and VanderWeele (2010), Aronow and Samii (2013), Eckles
et al. (2014), Athey et al. (2015) and Airoldi et al. (2012). Optimal experiment design in
the presence of interference has been explored by David and Kempton (1996), Eckles et al.
(2014) and Walker and Muchnik (2014).
This paper uses the framework of causal models and interference to shed light on auction
experiments. Section 2 introduces the main elements of our model:
1. potential outcomes that describe what each advertiser would bid if assigned to treat-
ment or if assigned to control,
2. throttling algorithms that determine which of the advertisers eligible to respond to a
request for an ad are called to its auction,
3. bid treatments that affect what advertisers bid and throttling treatments that affect
when they are called to bid, and
4. effects on the total daily payment of an advertiser or the total daily revenue of the ad
exchange.
Section 3 defines two randomization schemes for auction experiments. In query randomiza-
tion each request for an ad is randomized to treatment or control, so all participants in an
auction are in treatment or all are in control. In (query, advertiser) randomization, each
advertiser that is eligible for a query is independently assigned to treatment or control, so
treatment bidders and control bidders can compete in the same auction. With either kind of
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randomization, an advertiser can be assigned to treatment for some queries and to control for
others. (Query, advertiser) randomization is undesirable because it introduces interference,
but it may be unavoidable if only some advertisers are included in an experiment, perhaps
to avoid revealing a possible change in auction algorithms before it has proven useful. The
remainder of the paper explores bias and variance of estimated effects for bid and throttling
treatments under query and (query, advertiser) randomization.
To establish the ideas, Section 4 shows what can go wrong when treatment and control
bidders compete in the same auction. Section 5 introduces budget (processing or financial)
throttling. In Split quota experiments each advertiser has separate budgets for treatment
and control queries. In joint quota experiments the advertiser draws against the same budget
for all its queries. Simulations in Section 6 suggest that estimated treatment effects can be
severely biased under (query, advertiser) randomization regardless of whether the budget
is split or joint for both bid and throttling experiments. Estimated treatment effects for
throttling experiments are biased for both query and (query, advertiser) randomization, but
the bias is much smaller for split quota than for joint quota experiments.
2 CAUSAL MODELS FOR AUCTIONS
This section casts auction experiments as causal models in which each advertiser has two
potential bids for each query: the bid that would be made if the advertiser were assigned to
treatment for that query and the bid if assigned to control. Of course, only one potential
bid can be observed. This section points out further subtleties that result from advertiser
competition and quota throttling.
2.1 Potential Bids
To start, suppose there is no throttling, so advertisers bid in all auctions for which they are
eligible. The raw data for a sample of auctions is then a set of vectors (q, a, B, Y ), where q
denotes a query, a an advertiser, B the advertiser’s bid, and Y the advertiser’s payment. We
consider only auctions like first and second price auctions in which the payment is positive
if the advertiser wins the auction and zero otherwise. Define Nq to be the number of unique
queries and N the total number of (query, advertiser) pairs, typically considered over the
course of one day.
In an experiment, a (query, advertiser) pair is assigned to either treatment or control. Let
Z = (Z1, . . . , ZN) be the treatment assignment vector, where Zi = 1 if (query, advertiser)
pair i is assigned to treatment, and Zi = 0 if assigned to control. Following the potential
outcomes framework of Rubin (1990), each eligible advertiser for a query has a bid and
payment that will be observed if the pair is assigned to control and a possibly different bid
and payment that will be observed if assigned to treatment. That is, the potential bids for
the N (query, advertiser) pairs are B(Z) = (B1(Z), . . . , BN(Z)) and the potential payments
are Y (Z) = (Y1(Z), . . . , YN(Z)).
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An advertiser does not know which other advertisers are eligible for a query so its bid
is independent of all other bids for the query, which implies that the following assumption
given in Rubin (1980) holds.
Assumption 1 (Stable Unit Treatment Value (SUTVA)). There is only one version of the
treatment and there is no interference in the potential bids for eligible advertisers in treatment
and control.
Because SUTVA holds for bids, the potential bids for all query, eligible advertiser pairs
under treatment B(~1) and under control B(~0) can be considered separately.
2.2 Potential payments
If bidder i’s payment is positive, then any other bidder in the auction pays zero, so a treat-
ment that affects what advertisers bid can affect the payment for both treatment and control
advertisers. For example, suppose there are three advertisers in an auction with the potential
bids given in the following table and the winner pays what it bid.
advertiser B(1) B(0)
b1 5 2
b2 4 4
b3 3 1
If all three advertisers participate in the auction and advertiser 2 is the only one assigned
to treatment, then it wins and pays Y2((0, 1, 0)) = 4. However, if advertiser 1 is also assigned
to treatment and participates in the auction then advertiser 2 loses and pays nothing. This
is an example of interference: the payment of an advertiser is affected by the assignment of
other advertisers in the auction to treatment and control. Hence, SUTVA does not hold for
payments.
We make the following assumption about payments.
Assumption 2. The potential payment of an advertiser eligible for a query depends only on
its assignment to treatment or control and the assignments of the other eligible advertisers
for the query. That is
Yi(Z) = Yi(Zq[i]) (1)
where Zq[i] is the subset of the assignment vector Z on (query, advertiser) pairs for which
the query is q[i].
We extend this assumption to auctions with quota throttling in Section 2.3.
The interference structure allowed by Assumption 2 is similar to that given in Rosenbaum
(2007) and Hudgens and Halloran (2012) and can be seen as a special type of effective
treatment (Manski (2013)) or exposure mapping (Aronow and Samii (2013); Eckles et al.
(2014)). However, those papers do not consider quota throttling.
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2.3 Quota throttling
Advertisers are generally quota constrained, meaning that they have insufficient budget or
infrastructure to process all the queries they could be sent (Chakraborty et al. (2010)). In
that case, some queries are dropped or throttled to meet the quota constraints. That is,
there is a vector W (Z) = (W1(Z), . . . ,WN(Z)) with Wi(Z) = 0 if (query, advertiser) pair i
is dropped and Wi(Z) = 1 otherwise. Note that throttling can depend on the assignment Z
to treatment and control. We assume random dropping according to a throttling distribution
p(W (Z)|Z). In the presence of throttling, Assumption 2 means that the potential payment of
an advertiser depends only on its assignment to treatment or control, and on the assignment
of the advertisers for the same query who were not throttled. Henceforth, advertisers who
participate (bid) in auctions are called bidders.
Because how much a bidder in an auction pays depends on the other bidders in the auction,
the potential payment for any advertiser a is random when at least one other advertiser for
the query is quota constrained, even if advertiser a is unconstrained.
2.4 Bid treatments and throttling treatments
Loosely speaking, an experiment about bids is designed to test whether a change to bidding
rules, such as a change to the reserve or “floor” price for auctions, matters when throttling
rules are unchanged. (See Reiley (2006) and Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2011) for examples.)
Definition 1 (Bid Treatment). Under a bid treatment, for all Z, the throttling distribution
W satisfies
W (Z)|Z ∼ (W (Z)|Z = ~1) ∼ (W (Z)|Z = ~0). (2)
In words, a bid treatment affects only potential bids, so a given (query, advertiser) for an
eligible advertiser has the same probability of being dropped regardless of how other eligible
bidders are assigned to treatment and control. That condition holds if queries are throttled
before the advertiser’s bid is known.
An experiment about throttling is designed to understand whether changing the rules for
meeting quota constraints matters if bidding parameters like reserve prices are unchanged.
(See the selective callout algorithm in Chakraborty et al. (2010).)
Definition 2 (Throttling Treatment). Under a throttling treatment, for all Z, the potential
bids satisfy
B(Z) = B(~0) = B(~1). (3)
In a throttling experiment, any eligible advertiser would bid the same amount, whether
it is throttled or not. This is true if advertisers do not reveal their bids before throttling.
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2.5 Effects on revenue
If no advertiser is quota constrained, then no advertiser is dropped from a query and the
effect τ of the treatment on the total revenue of the ad exchange compares the revenue when
every (query, advertiser) pair is treated to the revenue when every (query, advertiser) pair
is in control:
τ =
N∑
i
(Yi(~1)− Yi(~0)) (4)
where Yi is the payment of (query, advertiser) pair i. If there are quota constraints, then
τ is affected by random dropping so the effect on total revenue is τ ∗ = E(τ), taking the
expectation under the dropping scheme p(W ). Note that the sum in this case is taken over
the N (query, eligible advertiser) pairs.
The effect τa of treatment on the revenue generated by a given advertiser a when there
are no quota constraints is given by
τa =
∑
i:a[i]=a
(Yi(~1)− Yi(~0)). (5)
Again, with random throttling the effect of interest is τ ∗a = E(τa), taking the expectation
under the dropping scheme p(W ). Note that τa considers the effect of treating all eligible
advertisers on the revenue generated only by advertiser a, rather than the effect of treating
only the queries for advertiser a.
3 RANDOMIZATION
With query randomization, each query is randomized to treatment or control and then all
the eligible advertisers for the query are assigned to control if the query is assigned to control
or to treatment if the query is assigned to treatment. Formally, an auction experiment is
query-randomized if
1. P (Zi = 1) = pi and P (Zi = 0) = 1− pi, and
2. Zi = 1 implies that ~Zq[i] = ~1q[i].
With (query, advertiser) randomization, each (query, advertiser) pair is randomized in-
dependently to treatment or control. Auctions now may have a mix of treated and control
bidders, which is not representative of the behavior of future auctions. However, (query,
advertiser) randomization may be necessary if only some advertisers are allowed to be in the
experiment, and hence many of the auctions with treated advertisers will also have untreated
advertisers. Both query randomization and (query, advertiser) randomization happen before
any form of throttling takes place.
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Our parameters of interest are total differences over a day, not a mean per-query differ-
ence. Here the total under treatment is estimated by inversely weighting each observation
in treatment by its probability of occurrence, and the total under the control is estimated
by inversely weighting each observation in control by its probability of occurrence.
τˆ(Z) =
(∑
i:Zi=1
Yi(Z)
pi
−
∑
i:Zi=0
Yi(Z)
1− pi
)
(6)
τˆa(Z) =
 ∑
i:a[i]=a,Zi=1
Yi(Z)
pi
−
∑
i:a[i]=a,Zi=0
Yi(Z)
1− pi
 . (7)
The estimators τˆ and τˆa would be unbiased for τ and τa respectively, if the SUTVA as-
sumption (2.1) held for payments Y (Z), but SUTVA does not hold for payments. Nonethe-
less, Section 5 shows that τˆ and τˆa are unbiased under query randomization.
4 TWO EXAMPLES OF BIAS
To illustrate the issues, two toy examples show that the estimated treatment effect for an
experiment with just one auction can be severely biased.
4.1 Identical but independent bidders
Suppose K bidders participate in a first price auction, and they all have the same bid under
treatment and the same bid under control. That is,
Bi(1) = R1, i = 1 . . . K
Bi(0) = R0, i = 1 . . . K
R1 > R0.
Also suppose each advertiser was independently assigned to treatment with probability
1
2
; this is an example of (query, advertiser) randomization. The goal is to estimate the effect
of treatment on this auction alone: τ =
∑K
i=1(Yi(
~1)− Yi(~0)). How ties are decided does not
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matter. The expected value of the estimator defined in (6) is
E(τˆ) =
1
2K
(τˆ(~1) + τˆ(~0)) +
1
2K
∑
Z 6={~1,~0}
τˆ(Z)
=
1
2K
(R1 −R0) + 1
2K
∑
Z 6={~1,~0}
R1
=
1
2K
τ +
1
2K
(2K − 2)R1
=
1
2K
τ + (1− 1
2K−1
)R1
where all 2K possible assignments are equiprobable. The bias of τˆ is
Bias(τˆ , τ) = (
1
2K
− 1)τ + (1− 1
2K−1
)R1. (8)
Intuitively, what happens is that the estimator τˆ takes the value R1 for every assignment Z,
except for Z = ~0 where it takes the value −R0. Thus, as the number K of bidders grows,
the bias approaches R0, so the bias becomes as large as the control bid as the size of the
auction grows. For example, with K = 4 bidders, treatment bids of R1 = 6 and control bids
of R0 = 5, the true effect is τ = 1 while equation (8) shows that the bias is about 4.3. The
same result would hold for second price auctions in this scenario. The bias would not vanish
if we only allowed randomizations with given numbers N0 and N1 of control and treated
bidders respectively. Indeed, for any such randomization scheme with 0 < N0, N1 < K, the
bias would be exactly R0 for any K. However, as will be shown in Section 5, the estimator
is unbiased under query randomization.
4.2 Treatment dominates control
Suppose K bidders participate in an auction and each bidder under treatment bids more than
every bidder under control. If we label the bidders according to their bids under treatment,
then
Bi(1) > Bj(0) for all i, j
Bi(1) > Bj(1) if i < j
Then (see the supplementary material) the bias of the estimated treatment effect is
bounded below by τ( 1
2K
−1) +AK , where AK approaches BK(1) as the number K of eligible
bidders grows. Thus, the bias grows at least as large as maxi(Bi(0))− (B1(1)−BK(1)).
The limiting bias is especially large if the smallest and largest bids under treatment are
close, even if K is small. When K = 4, (B1(0), B2(0), B3(0), B4(0)) = (4, 4.25, 4.50, 4.75)
and (B1(1), B2(1), B3(1), B4(1)) = (6, 5.50, 5.25, 5), the true effect is τ = 1.25, and the exact
bias is 3.8, which is about three times as large as the effect itself.
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5 BIAS WITH QUOTA THROTTLING
5.1 Joint and split throttling
Let Nq[a] be the total number of queries that advertiser a is eligible for and let Q[a] be
the quota or number of queries that advertiser a can process. If Nq[a] > Q[a], then the
queries for advertiser a must be throttled so some are randomly dropped. An experiment
can use advertiser a’s quota for both treatment and control, or it can split the quota into
two pieces, using one piece to service the a’s queries assigned to treatment and the other
piece to service a’s queries assigned to control. We do not consider mixed experiments in
which some advertisers are assigned to joint throttling and others to split throttling.
Definition 3. Under joint throttling,∑
i:a[i]=a
Wi(Z) ≤ Q[a] (9)
for all assignments Z to treatment and all advertisers a.
Definition 4. Under split throttling,∑
i:a[i]=a I(Zi = 1)Wi(Z) ≤ Q(1)[a],∑
i:a[i]=a I(Zi = 0)Wi(Z) ≤ Q(0)[a], and
Q(1)[a] +Q(0)[a] = Q[a]
for all assignment Z to treatment and every advertiser a, where Q(1)[a] and Q(0)[a] denote
the quotas in treatment and control respectively.
5.2 Bid treatments and joint throttling
Suppose that the ad exchange always fulfills each advertiser’s quota entirely and that the
number of queries that could be sent to advertiser a is more than it can process, so Nq[a] >
Qq[a]. Then joint throttling implies that∑
i:a[i]=a
Wi(Z) = Q[a] (10)
for all advertisers a and all assignments Z to treatment. Further suppose that throttling is
random, so an advertiser is randomly dropped from queries to meet its quota constraints.
Then for all vectors w satisfying (10),
P (W (Z) = w|Z) =
(
N [a]
Q[a]
)−1
for all Z. (11)
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Under these assumptions, the following theorem is proved in the supplementary material.
Theorem 5.1. With joint throttling and query randomization, the estimator τˆ is unbiased for
τ ∗ for any bid treatment when every advertiser is quota constrained and there are sufficient
queries for every advertiser’s budget quota to be fulfilled.
Unsurprisingly, the same result holds for query randomization when all auctions are un-
constrained, that is, when no advertiser is quota throttled. The corresponding theorem is
stated and proved in the supplementary material. In summary, query randomization leads
to unbiased estimates for bid treatments both with and without throttling.
5.3 Quota treatment and split throttling
A quota experiment is designed to test whether a change to the algorithm for dropping
advertisers from queries to satisfy quota constraints affects revenue. Suppose that the change
is in addition to the standard throttling algorithm (the control case) and that it is applied
before the standard throttling algorithm is applied. For example, some feature of the query,
such as the user’s locale, could be used to drop queries, reducing the need to randomly drop
queries without regard to their value to the advertiser. To be specific, the treatment drops
the (query, eligible advertiser) pair i before the control throttling algorithm is applied when
a binary random variable x[i] is zero and the control throttling algorithm alone is applied if
x[i] is one. Then the treatment throttling enforces the constraint:
(Zi = 1) ∩ (xi = 0)⇒ Wi(Z) = 0. (12)
The simulations in Section 6 show that the estimated effect of the quota treatment on
revenue is biased under joint throttling for both query randomized and (query, advertiser)
randomized experiments. The question is what happens if separate budgets are maintained
for treatment and control for each advertiser (i.e., under split throttling)? Theorem 5.2,
which is proved in the supplementary material, shows that the estimated effect can be
unbiased under split-quota throttling under a set of conditions. Unfortunately, the conditions
are unlikely to hold in practice.
To state Theorem 5.2, let N
(1)
a (x = 1)(Z) be the number of eligible queries under treat-
ment for advertiser a when x = 1, and Z = 1. Define N
(0)
a (x = 1)(Z) analogously. Also,
define N(x = 1) to be the total number of (query, eligible advertiser) pairs for which x = 1.
Theorem 5.2. Let Z be the assignments of (query, eligible advertiser) pairs allowed by query
randomization. If
xi = 0 implies that the bid Bi for advertiser i is 0,
Q
(0)
a
N
(0)
a (Z)
= Q
(0)
a +Q
(1)
a
Na
for all advertisers a ∈ A and assignments of (query, bidder) pairs Z ∈ Z
to treatment and control, and
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Q
(1)
a
N
(1)
a (x=1)(Z)
= Q
(1)
a +Q
(0)
a
Na(x=1)
for all a ∈ B and Z ∈ Z
then the estimator τˆ is unbiased for τ ∗ under query randomization with split throttling.
6 SIMULATIONS
This section reports the results of simulating the bias and variance of revenue estimators
under quota throttling for query randomized experiments and (query, advertiser) randomized
experiments. The simulated query randomized experiments are balanced in the sense that
they have the same number of queries in treatment and control. Similarly, the simulated
(query, advertiser) randomized experiments balance the number of (query, advertiser) pairs
assigned to treatment and control. Without such balance, effect estimates for total revenue
would be much more variable and that additional variability would obscure differences in
the randomization and quota sharing schemes for reasonably sized simulations.
There are two main conclusions. First, when estimating bid treatment effects in con-
strained auctions, the estimated effects under balanced query randomization are not only
unbiased (as proved in Theorem 5.1), but also have smaller variance than those obtained
with balanced (query, advertiser) randomization. Second, even if the conditions of Theo-
rem 5.2 are violated, query randomization combined with split throttling can dramatically
reduce the variance of the estimated quota treatment effect, compared to the variance under
joint throttling.
Each simulated experiment considers auctions with three eligible advertisers. These adver-
tisers all compete inNq = 90, 120 or 150 auctions unless they are throttled. Their quota limits
are either Nq/3 or 2Nq/3. For bid treatments, potential bids are Lognormal(µ0 = 1, v = 0.1)
under control and Lognormal(µ1, v = 0.1) under treatment where µ1 is either 1.05, 1.1, or
2. All the treatment bids in a simulation are drawn from the same distribution, and all
the control bids are drawn from the same distribution. The control and treatment bids for
a (query, advertiser) pair are correlated, as described in the supplementary material. The
potential bids define the true treatment effect on total revenue.
For each distribution of potential bids and quota limit, we generated 20,000 random query
experiments with exactly half the Nq queries in each experiment assigned to treatment and
half to control. We also generated 20,000 random (query, advertiser) pair experiments, with
half the pairs in treatment and half in control. The bid treatment effect or quota treatment
effect, depending on the nature of the simulation, was estimated in each experiment. Because
the bias depends on the treatment effect for a lognormal, we report simulated bias relative
to the true effect.
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6.1 Bid treatments
Figure 1 describes the simulated relative bias (ratio of the bias to the true effect), where the
rows correspond to the different quota settings and the columns to the different mean log
treatment bids. The standard errors reported are computed over the 200 draws from the bid
distribution and are divided by
√
200 to reflect uncertainty about the simulated mean bias.
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Figure 1: Simulated bias of the effect of a bid treatment relative to the true effect under
balanced query randomization and balanced (query, advertiser) randomization. The dots
show the mean relative bias, and the endpoints show the mean ± twice its simulated standard
error. Columns show the mean log bid under treatment and the rows show the throttling
rate.
Figure 1 shows that the relative bias is nearly zero for randomized query experiments,
while the relative bias has a mean as high as 1.5 for randomized (query, advertiser) pair
experiments. That is, the penalty for allowing control and treated advertisers to compete
in the same auction is a 50% increase in relative bias. Moreover, the simulated variance of
the bid treatment estimate under the random query experiment is no more than its variance
under the random (query, advertiser) experiment (see Figure 2.) The ratio of simulated
variances for (query, advertiser) randomization versus query randomization is above one for
all bid and throttling combinations considered here, and as high as 6 when the treatment
bids are 5% higher than the control bids, and the quota is around 66%. Note that the
number of auctions in the experiment has little effect on the relative bias or variance.
6.2 Quota treatments
Because a quota treatment does not affect bids, the potential bids with a quota treatment
are the same under treatment and control. Here Bi(0) = Bi(1) ∼ Lognormal(µ0 = 1, v =
0.1). For each random query or random (query, advertiser) pair, we draw a covariate xi ∼
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Figure 2: Ratio of the variance of estimated treatment effects under (query, advertiser)
randomization to the variance of the estimated treatment effects under balanced query ran-
domization for different lognormal bid distributions and throttling rates. The dots show the
mean ratios and the endpoints show the mean ± twice its simulated standard error. The
horizontal dotted line lies at one.
Bernoulli(px), where px = 0.1 or px = 0.5 or px = 0.9 in different simulations. Figure 3
shows the relative bias of the estimate of total revenue under balanced query randomization
with joint throttling and with split throttling. The results for the variance are shown in the
supplementary material. Clearly, relative bias is close to zero for split throttling (even if the
conditions of theorem 5.2 are violated), whereas it is around −1 for joint throttling. This
means that the estimator under joint throttling estimates 0 regardless of the true effect on
total revenue! So the effect on total revenue of changing the throttling mechanism can never
be estimated from an experiment that uses joint throttling to meet quota constraints. The
supplementary material shows that this conclusion about joint quota also holds for (query,
advertiser) randomization.
6.3 Extension to larger samples
Our simulations generate only a few auctions relative to the millions of auctions that might
participate in a real experiment every day. Figures 1 and 3 hint that the relative biases
are close to constant for larger numbers of auctions, while Figure 2 hints that the ratio
of the variances is constant, or even slightly increasing as the number of auctions in an
experiment increases. Together, these figures suggest that the variance of the estimator of
the effect of a treatment on total revenue increases faster under balanced (query, advertiser)
randomization than under balanced query randomization. We ran additional simulations
(see supplementary material) that give further evidence for these trends.
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Figure 3: Bias of joint quota throttling and split quota throttling estimators relative to the
true effect under query randomization. The dots are the mean relative bias and the segments
show two simulated standard errors around that mean.
7 CONCLUSION
Every day, companies like Google, Facebook and Yahoo run billions of auctions in ad ex-
changes, and every day they experiment to improve the exchange. This paper shows how
casting experiments in the framework of potential outcomes clarifies many practical issues,
such as the consequences of the choice of randomization. Bias has been emphasized through-
out because when it is large it makes experiments misleading.
As a general policy, query randomization should be preferred over (query, advertiser)
randomization when experimenting with bid treatments because it allows an unbiased es-
timator of the true treatment effect, without exceeding the variance of the same estimator
under (query, advertiser) randomization. Split-quotas are preferable to joint quotas when
experimenting with throttling treatments because split quotas have reduced bias and RMSE
in simulations.
Admittedly, we do not have a complete solution to the problems that arise in practice, such
as the fact that advertisers are often provided information about the user, such as location,
that the advertiser may use to decide whether to bid or the bid amount. Experiments that
take account of such covariates might be better analyzed with statistical models rather than
with the simple estimators proposed here. Nor do we have analytical results for the variance
of the estimators or formal procedures for hypothesis testing. These are all possible directions
for future work.
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